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Abstract-Stemming is the process of automatic removal of affixes from the word without doing complete
morphological analysis. In this process the word having the same stem are reduced to the common form. Stemming is
the very first phase of any information retrieval task such as Text Summarization, Word sense disambiguation etc.
Also find its use in the search engine optimization so as to reduce the query processing time. The paper presents the
Enhanced Punjabi Stemmer which is based on hybridization of the two major algorithms used in Punjabi stemmer so
far that are Look up table Algorithm and Rule based algorithm for suffix removal. Synset approach is also
incorporated in the stemmer so as to return the list of words that share the same meaning with the valid stem word. A
large database will be used so as to improve the accuracy level of the Stemmer
Index Terms - Stemmer, synset ,Disambiguation, Suffix Removal, Punjabi Stemmer
I. INTRODUCTION
Stemming is defined as the process of reducing an Inflected word to its stem, base or root form . . Any Natural Language
Processing system requires a stemmer at the very first stage. The basic goal of any stemmer is to standardize the words
by reducing it to the base word. Stemming reduces inflected words to their root forms which are referred as stems for ex
stemmer, stemming, stemmers are all conflated to single root word stem. Stemmer is available in many languages like
English, French, and Arabian and in last few years has been successfully developed for many Indian languages like
Punjabi, Hindi, Marathi, Bengali etc. The first paper on the stemmer was published in 1968 which was written by Julie
Beth Lovins. A later stemmer was written by Martin Porter which was published in the July 1980. (Willett, P. (2006).
This stemmer was very widely used and became the standard algorithm used for English stemming. Most of the
stemming algorithms fall in categories of affix removal algorithms, statistical and mixed algorithms. Affix removal
stemmers apply set of to each word, so as to remove the known prefixes or suffixes. The first such algorithm was given
by J.B. Lovins in 1968. Later some more affix removal algorithms have been suggested. Porter's algorithm published in
1980 was the most frequently used algorithm and the stemming framework Snowball was also developed by Porter.
Stemmers can be broadly classified in two types:

Language Dependent Stemmers

Language Independent Stemmers
Language Dependent Stemmers: Stemmers that are language dependent are made for a specific language. They are
applicable to specific language for which it is designed.
For e.g.: MAULIK which is an effective stemmer for Hindi language. MAULIK is a stemmer designed for only Hindi
language so it is language dependent stemmer.
Language Independent Stemmers: Language independent stemmers are those which do not depend on a specific
language. Language independent stemmers are designed for all languages i.e. it can do stemming any language
For e.g.: Successor variety algorithms are language independent
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The earliest English stemmer was developed by Julie Beth Lovins in 1968. The Porter stemming algorithm (Martin
Porter, 1980), which was published later, is the most widely used algorithm for English stemming. These stemmers are
rule based and are best suited for less inflectional languages like English.
(Mudassar M. Majgaonker, 2010) proposed and evaluated a rule based stemmer for Marathi language. The rule based
approach uses set of suffix removal rules along with an approach which is unsupervised based on n gram splitting
approach which automatically learns suffixes from extracted words of Marathi text. The maximum accuracy achieved for
this stemmer is 82.5%. [6]
(Vishal Gupta et al.,2011) proposed a basic Punjabi stemmer for proper nouns and proper names. The process
of stemming is based on a rule based approach where various different rules are defined depending on the suffixes. When
a suffix of the word matches the suffix rule already defined the corresponding rule will be fired and accordingly the
suffix will be removed and then substituted if required to obtain the stem word.[10]
(Upendra Mishra, 2012) proposed an effective stemmer for Hindi named as “Maulik”. This stemmer is based on
the Hybrid approach combining the suffix removal algorithm and the Brute force algorithm in order to assist the task of
Information retrieval. [7]
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(Monika Dogra et al.,2013) proposed and effective stemmer for Devnagri Script. The research work aims at
developing Hindi stemmer which is based on rule based approach combined with look up tables in order to strip both
suffixes as well as prefixes to derive a stem word.[4]
(Dr.M.Thangarasu et al. ,2013) gives a review of the Stemming algorithms of Indian languages. The paper
summarizes different stemmers like Kannada morphological analyser and generator by Shambhavi et al., lightweight
stemmer for Hindi developed by Ramanathan (2004) et. al, Malayalam stemmer for information retrieval which was
developed in 2010 by Vijay Sundar et. al.[5]
III. PUNJABI LANGUAGE DESCRIPTION
Punjabi language is very different from other languages in terms of its grammatical properties and phonetic rules. India
.Punjabi is also called as Gurmukhi or Shahmukhi .It was developed in 16 th century by first Sikh Guru Shri Guru Nanak
DevJi. Gurmukhi means “from the mouth of Guru”. Shahmukhi is not spoken in Punjab and majorly spoken in Pakistan
and written in Arabic text. Gurmukhi language contains 35 distinct letters. The very first three letters are unique as they
form the basis for the vowels. [9]
TABLE I UNIQUE LETTERS

TABLE II CONSONANTS

TABLE III DEPENDENT VOWELS
TABLE IV INDEPENDENT VOWELS
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TABLE V LIST OF PUNJABI SUFFIXES

Punjabi language has some rules in order to spell a word few of which are listed below [1]


Kanna, Dulaanv and Kanorha can be used with any consonant except ਓ and ੲ.



Sihari, Laanv and Bihari can be used with any consonant except ਓ and ਅ.



Onkarh, Dulankarh and Horha can be used with any consonant except ਅ and ੲ.



Onkarh cannot come at the end of word except the last consonant of the word used in ਓ and .



The consonant ਯ could not be the last character of word.



The Bindi and Tippi cannot be used with nasal consonant i.e. among ਞ, ਣ when is (nasal consonant) is the last



character of the word.
The Adhak is used only with short vowels and one long vowel namely Dulaanv. It cannot be used with nasal
consonant.

IV. PRESENT WORK
We have created three tables in the database Brute Force Table named 'forms' that contains commonly occurring inflated
words along with their corresponding stem words , Root Word table that contains all the valid Punjabi root words and a
Synonyms table that contains the synonyms of the root words. at present 3500 words are added to the root words table,
2500 words added to 'forms table and 8000 synonyms are added to the Synonyms table. We have also created set of rules
based on commonly occurring suffixes in Punjabi words. Rules table which contains the list of rules for suffix removal as
well as suffix substitution. If the ending of the rule matched with the ending in the rule table then two actions are taken
„S‟ and „R‟. Action S stands for substitution and R stands for Removal. So Suffix substitution and suffix removal rules
are added to the system. Few of the rules are
o If the word ends with ੀ ਆਂ Then remove ਆਂ from the end. (Suffix removal)
o

If the word ends with ੀ Then remove ੀ from end and add ੀ

at the end.(Suffix substitution)

Steps of the algorithm are listed below:
1. The input Punjabi word is checked against the database of the root words to check if the entered word is already a root
word or not.
2. If the word is found the database of the root words then the message will be displayed to the user that the entered word
is a stem word
3. If the match is not found in the database of the root word then the word will be searched in the Brute force table which
consist of inflated words
4. If the word is found in the Brute Force table then the corresponding Root word will be displayed as the output.
5. If the match is not found in The Brute Force table then control passes to the Rule based approach. In this the ending of
the word will be matched with various Rules present in the Rules Table. Wherever the match occurs that rule will be
fired and the action corresponding to the rule will be taken. There can be two actions Substitution and Removal.
Substitution will be done when the suffix is first removed and a new suffix is added at the end .Removal is applicable
when only the suffix is removed and the stem word is obtained.
6. The resulting stem word will be once again checked against the database of the root word. If the stemmed word is
now found in the database of the root words then the stemmed word is the correct stem word otherwise the output will be
an incorrect word
7. For the resulting stem word the shortest synonym corresponding to that stem word is displayed as the preferred
synonym
8. The user can also click to view all the synonyms of the word.
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9. The stem word along with the synset is displayed on the output screen
10. At the interface level the Punjabi keyboard is provided on the screen so as to give an ease to the user to type the
Punjabi word by simply clicking on the buttons.
This algorithm has been implemented in ASP.Net using C# language. The database is built in MS Access. Three different
tables were constructed one was for storing the root words called WORDS , one table for storing the inflated words used
in Brute force called FORMS and one table for storing the synonyms corresponding to the root words. There was one
more table constructed for the rules in order to perform the suffix removal and suffix substitution. Action specified for
the Removal is "R" and action specified for substitution is "S" Every rule has an action corresponding to it. When action
is R the ending is removed and when action is S then the ending is first removed and then appended with a new ending.

Figure 1. Flowchart
The table below lists some of the stemmed words obtained after stemming. The resulting stemmed word is then checked
against the list of all its possible synonyms and the one with the minimum length is displayed as the preferred synonym.
In this way the length of the inflated word is further reduced i.e. if entered word is of 8 characters long after stemming it
reduces to say 5 characters then further the length can be reduced by using the synonym of the stemmed word which can
be 3 or 4 characters. Such examples are listed below.
TABLE VI. STEMMED WORDS AND SYNONYMS
Entered
Stem
Preferred
word
word(length)
Synonym(length)
ਕਮਜ਼ੋਰ
ਕਮਜ਼ੋਰ(5)
ਮ ੜ (4)

ਕਰ ਮ ਤਾਂ

ਕਰ ਮ ਤ(6)

ਕਮ  (4)

ਕਰਰਸ਼ਰਮਆਂ

ਕਰਰਸ਼ਮ (6)

ਕਮ  (4)

ਕਰਰਿੰ ਦ

ਕਰਰਿੰ ਦ (6)

ਵਕ (4)

ਕਰ ਬ

ਕਰ ਬ(4)

ਕੋ (3)

ਕਰਵਤ ਵਾਂ

ਕਰਵਤ (5)

ਰਚਨ (4)

ਕ ਇਦ

ਕ ਇਦ (6)

ਰਨਯਮ (4)

ਰਕਸ਼ਤ ਆਂ

ਰਕਸ਼ਤ (5)

ਬੜ (4)
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ਰਕਮਤਾਂ
ਰਕਮਤ(5)
ਭ ਗ (3)

ਕੁਕਰਮਾਂ

ਕੁਕਰਮ(5)

ਐਬ (3)

ਕੁਨਬ

ਕੁਨਬ (5)

ਵਿੰ  (3)

ਕੁਰਬ ਨ

ਕੁਰਬ ਨ(6)

ਸ਼ਸ ਦ (4)

ਸਮਜੋ ਆਂ

ਸਮਜੋ (6)

ਸ ਣ (4)

ਸੁਨਰਮਿੰ ਦ

ਸੁਨਰ(4)

ਕ (3)

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
For evaluation of proposed stemmer following parameters are used:

Correctness of word stemmed

Effectiveness of Punjabi stemmer

Performance of Punjabi stemmer
Correctness of stemmer directly depends on the number of words present in the root word table. I have entered
approximately 3500 root words in the root word table so its correctness depend on it because even after doing suffix
stripping and suffix substitution the word is to be checked in the root word table for its correctness. . All these root words
and synonyms are collected from various sources mainly from “ਨੈਸ਼ਨ ਪਿੰ ਜ ਬ ਕੋਸ਼ ਡ . ਬਦਵ ਰਿੰ ਘ ‘ ਬੱ ਦਨ’ “ Pradeep
Punjabi to English Dictionary, www.jagbani.com.
Effectiveness of stemmer is concerned with the behavior of stemmer under abnormal conditions. Under abnormal
conditions like when the user enters some word which is not available in the root word table the stemmer is still effective
because it will display the message „Incorrect Word‟ entered by the user as an output. when the user enters the Stem
word itself the stemmer is still effective and displays Entered word is a root word and the system still displays the
synonym for the stem word.
Performance of the stemmer can be calculated by the given formula:
Performance=number of words correctly stemmed by the stemmer/number of words entered by the user.
TABLE VII RESULTS
Sr. No.

Words
Entered

Person 1

50

Correct
Stem
Words
48

Percentage

Person 2

50

46

92%

Person 3

50

47

94%

Person 4

50

50

100%

Person 5

50

48

96%

120
100

96%

Words Entered

80
60

Correct Stem
Words

40
20

Percentage

0

Figure 2. Results Obtained
The system is continually being tested by entering as many words as possible. So far the system has been tested by 250
words giving an average accuracy of 95.6% which is an improvement to the previous stemmer which has an accuracy of
92%.
Few words for which the system did not give correct output are listed here

ਿੰ ਵਦਨਸ਼  does not get stemmed to ਿੰ ਵਦਨ however it gives output as incorrect word.


ਕਥ ਵ ਚਕ does not get stemmed to ਕਥ however it gives output as incorrect word.



ੜ ਅ does not get stemmed to ੜੂ however it gives output as incorrect word.



ਕੱ ਦਕ ਠ does not get stemmed to ਕੱ ਦ however it gives output as incorrect word.



ਕਦਰਦ ਨ does not get stemmed to ਕਦਰ however it gives output as incorrect word.



ਕਪਨ ਤਮਕ does not get stemmed to ਕਪਨ however it gives output as incorrect word.



ਰਕਸ਼ੋਰਅਵਥ does not get stemmed to ਰਕਸ਼ੋਰ however it gives output as incorrect word.
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ਕ ਬ ਅਤ does not get stemmed to ਕ ਬ however it gives output as incorrect word.

So far these words have not generated the correct output .The system is still being tested as the database of the system is
vast. These are the words on which no Rule is applicable and neither these words are added to the Brute force Table. That
is why the stem word is not generated and the output is displayed as incorrect word but the word is a valid Punjabi word
otherwise.
VI . CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
The proposed stemmer is for Punjabi language. Hybrid approach using synset is used for stemming in Punjabi which is
combination of brute force approach, Rule Based Approach and Synset approach. Table lookup has benefit of giving
accurate results. Due to suffix stripping approach the problem of over-stemming and under-stemming always occur, but
in proposed stemmer both of these problems are dealt. This is possible by adding the step of suffix substitution after
suffix stripping and at last performing table lookup to ensure that the word is correct root word or not. The performance
of stemmer is directly dependent on number of entries in the root word table The size of the stem word can further be
reduced by finding the shortest synonym of the stem word.
Table lookup approach can be improved by adding more entries in the database and adding more suffixes in the suffix
list. More number of inflated words can be added to the Brute force table so that the words that cannot be stemmed using
rules can be stemmed directly through Brute Force. The system can be improved by using the semantic analysis so the
shortest synonym can be returned without changing the context in which the word is used. The same system can be
embedded in Punjabi Text Summarization in order to improve its accuracy level
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